
 

 

Dress Standards: A safe and disciplined learning environment is essential to a good 

school. Uniform dress standards are one positive and creative way to reduce discipline 

problems and increase school safety. The positive benefits of uniform dress standards 

include: • instilling students with discipline • encouraging a neat appearance • facilitating 

school pride. 

Students in grades 1st-6th may purchase uniforms from retail stores. 

 

All students must wear uniform-style clothing. Uniform-style clothing has stitching on the 

inside of the clothes. Parents may purchase these clothing items from various retail stores 

as well as school uniform supply stores.  When a student is out of dress code, we will try to 

resolve the situation with the clothing we have on hand, but, if it is not possible, we may 

have to call the parent to bring a change of clothes before the student returns to class. 

 

Note: In all areas of dress and grooming, certain fads and styles may be deemed 

unacceptable by the administration at any time. 

 

GENERAL (FOR ALL STUDENTS) 
 

Shirts: All students are to wear polo shirts with two to four buttons and fold-down collars. 

Long-sleeved polo shirts or turtleneck shirts of knit material may be worn in cooler 

weather. All shirts, including visible t-shirts, must be one solid color. No writing, trims, 

stripes, or other embellishments are permitted.  The TCA logo, while not required, is the 

only acceptable logo. 

 

Outerwear:  Sweaters, jackets, and coats may be any color or multicolored as long as they 

are not offensive or sloppy. 

 

Articles of clothing worn as outerwear must be true outerwear and must not be worn in an 

attempt to change the appearance of the uniform. Long-sleeved sweaters, sweatshirts, 

jackets and coats may have logos and hoods and be any color or multicolored.  Vests and 

short-sleeved sweaters are not permitted. 

 

Shoes/Socks:  Shoes must be suitable for daily recess and weekly P.E. class, therefore, 

sneakers or shoes with skid-resistant soles are preferred. Safety and prevention of injury 

should be the primary concern when choosing shoes. Sandals may be worn but they must 

have a back strap and all other shoes must have a full back. Shoes with heels higher than 

two inches are not allowed. Girls may wear tights or ankle-length leggings under their 

skirts or jumpers.   

 

Jewelry: Jewelry should be chosen with safety and a neat school appearance in mind. 

 



 

 

Book Bags / Lunch Boxes: The bookbag/lunchbox should be either a solid color or feature 

child friendly covers.  Please do not use bookbags or lunchboxes portraying characters 

that are distracting or go against the values of the Academy. 

 

Tattoos: Tattoos of any type are not allowed. 

 

 

GIRLS 
 

Skirts/Shorts/Capris/Pants: All girls are to wear standard uniform-Style jumpers, skirts, 

or shorts that fall to the knee. Girls may wear uniform-style, loose fitting capris or slacks. 

 

All uniform bottoms are to be solid navy, solid black or solid khaki.  Pants must be the 

appropriate size, loose fitting, and modest in appearance. Slits are to be avoided, and any 

slits, which extend above the knee, must be sewn. 

 

Denim bottoms are only allowed on school-designated days and when they are worn, they 

must follow the guidelines above. 

 

Hair:  Only natural hair coloring is allowed. 

 

Make-up: No make-up (such as lip gloss, blush, powder, or glitter) is allowed. Nails, 

artificial or real, should be short and neat for safety sake. 

 

 

BOYS 
 

Pants/Shorts: Boys are to wear uniform-style solid navy, solid black, solid khaki pants or 

long (close to the knee) shorts. 

 

Shorts or pants with pockets down the side of the legs are not acceptable. 

 

Bottoms cannot be tattered, torn, worn, baggy, or gathered in at the ankles. Denim 

bottoms are only allowed on school-designated days and when they are worn, they must 

follow the guidelines above. 

 

Hair: Boys’ hair must be clean and neatly cut at all times. Only natural hair coloring is 

allowed.  Hair length should not extend below the collar or cover the ears and/or eyes.  

Ponytails, knots, or man buns are not permitted.  Extreme or faddish haircuts, even within 

these guidelines are not permitted. 

 


